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ABSTRACT

A general expression is derived for the dispersion relations and the impulse
response of a radially layered borehole. The. model geometry consists of a
central fluid cylinder surrounded by an arbitrary number of solid annUli. A
Thomson-Haskell type propagator matrix is used to relate stresses and
displacements across the layers. Although the model is completely general, the
geometries considered here are restricted to those of a cased hole. Layers of
steel, cement, and an infinite, outermost layer of a formation surround the fluid
layer. Synthetic seismograms containing all body and interface waves are
calculated for a variety of model parameters.

Formation body wave arrivals are relatively unaffected by the presence of a
casing. They may, however, be hard to identify if the cement velocities are
close to or larger than those of the formation. The Stoneley and pseudo
Rayleigh wave arrivals are predominantly intJ.uenced by the casing parameters.
They respond to the combined effects of the steel, the cement, and the
formation.

INTRODUCTION

A number of studies have examined the propagation of elastic waves in
fluid filled boreholes (Biot, 1952; White and Zechman, 1968; Tsang and Rader,
1979; Cheng and Toksoz, 1981; Cheng et at., 1982; Paillet and White, 1982).
Generally, the borehole is modeled as a simple fluid filled cylinder in an infinite,
homogeneous medium. The actual borehole environment is much more complex
though. There can be invaded zones, damaged zones and other drilling induced
phenomena. Steel and cement layers are. also present when the borehole is
cased. It Is the effects of these casing layers that are examined in this study.
Few studies have dealt with layered borehole models. While his treatment was
general. Baker (1981), concentrated mainly on the result of inclUding an
invaded or damaged zone in the analysis of wave propagation in radially layered
boreholes. Cheng et at., (1981) presented dispersion curves and synthetic
seismograms for a wide variety of layer geometries. Schoenberg et at. (1981)
treated the layered situation through the use of laboratory models along with
some theoretical dispersion curves.

A general formulation is presented for the dispersion characteristics of
elastic waves in a fluid filled cylinder surrounded by an arbitrary number of
solid annuli. Although the treatment is general. the concentration here is on
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the geometry of a cased hole. The solid layers are one of steel, one of cement,
and an Infinite outermost formation layer. The objective of this investigation is
to determine how these layers affect the observed waveforms. Synthetic full
waveform acoustic logs are calculated for a number of models. These
seismograms contaln all body and gUided wave arrivals. Attenuation is included
through the use of complex velocities and velocity dispersion is applied to
maintaln causality (Futterman, 1962). Parameters for the steel, cement, and
formation are varied individually from model to model in order to single out the
effect of that particular parameter.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Dispersion Relation

The geometry of the model consists of an arbitrary number of coaxial, solid
annuli surrounding a fiuid cylinder (Figure 1). The nth annulus has an inner
radius of r n- 1 and an outer radius of rn . The outermost layer is infinite in
extent and all layer interfaces are considered welded contacts.

Assuming axial symmetry, the wave equations for a given layer n are:

a~n 1 a'Pn' a2'Pn 1 a2'Pn--+---+--=+--- (la)
ar2 r ar az2 a~ at2

and

(

(

(

c

(

(lb)
(

an and f3n are the compressional and shear wave velocities, respectively.
'Pn is the scalar potential and 1/In is the azimuthal component of the vector
potential, the only non-zero component of the vector potential because of the
axial symmetry.

(

and

The general solutions to these equations are:

'Pn = [An Ko(4. r ) +An'Io(lnr)]eik(Z-ct) (2a)

1/In =[.B,.K,(m,.r) +.B,.'I,(m,.r)]eik(Z-ct) (2b)

where 1; and R; are the i th order modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind, c is the phase velocity, z the source-receiver separation. and Ie
the axial component of the wave number. An, An', En' and En' are constants,
and In and m,. are the radial components of the P and S wave numbers. 4. and
m,. are given by:

i
i

(3a)
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and

c 2
m;=k 2(1--)

(3~

The radial and axial displacements, u" and v"' are given by:

a'P" a'ifl"u,,=---ar az

a'P" arr'ifl"1
v =--+" az rar

(3b)

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

The normal and tangential stresses, rI" and T" are given by:

. []2 [2 a2.,,]v" a 'P" a 'P" ¥"
rI -p ----+2" -----
,,- " i-v" at2 ,..,. ar2 ar az

a2'if1" [ a2'P" a2'if1" ]
T" = P" iJt2 + 2p.,. ar az - ij';2

where P", v"' and p.,. are the density, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus for
layer n.

The displacement-stress vector for layer n, u" is defined as:

(5)

Substituting the forms for 'P" and 'ifI" from equation (2) into equations
(4a-d) yields more explicit relationships between the displacements and
stresses, and the potentials. By equating terms for each constant, the
expressions can be combined into the form:

u,,(r) =D,,(r)a,.

where

and the elements of the D matrix are:

D"l1(r) = -I,. Kt(l"r)

D"t.cr) = l,.It(l"r)

D"13(r) = -kKt(m,.r)

D"14(r) =-kIt (l"r)
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Dn.,(r) = kKo(lnr )

Dn./r) = kI, (In r)

Dn
23

(r) =m,.Ko(lnr )

Dn••(r) = --m,.I,(lnr )

Dn (r) =Pnk2(2f3~-c2)Ko(lnr) +2Pnf3~ ~KI(l,. r)
~ r

Dn,'<r) =Pnk2(2f3~-c2)Io(l,.r) -2Pnf3~ ~II(lnr)

Dn,,(r) =2pnf3~km,.[Ko(m,.r)+ m:rKI(m,.r)]

Dn34(r)=-2pnf3~km,.[Io(m,.r)+ m:rII(m,.r)]

Dn.,(r) = -2Pnf3~kl,.K,(lnr)

Dn••(r) =-2Pnf3~kl,.I,(lnr)

Dn.,(r) =-Pnk2(2f3~-c2)K,(m,.r)

Dn••(r) = -Pnk2(2f3~-c2)Il(m,.r)

We now have expressions for displacements and stresses of layer n in
terms of the potentials for that layer. A Thomson-Haskell type propagator
matrix is used to relate these across all the layers.

The nth. layer has an outer radius of rn and an inner radius of rn -,. so,
using equation 6:

(

(

(

Un (Tn) =Dn (rn )a" (7a)
(

or

a" =D;'(rn)Un (rn ) (7b)

and

Un (rn- I) =Dn (rn-I)a" (7c)

or

a" = D;'(rn-1)Un (rn_,) (7d)

The displacement-stress vector Un (r) is related across the layer by combining
equations (7b) and (7c)

Un (rn) = Dn (rn )D;' (rn-')Un (rn-') (6a)
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This can be written as

u,. (rn) = En (rn ,rn-l)u,. (rn-l)

For the infinite, outermost layer, N, equation (7b) gives

1lN(rN-l) =DN(rN-l)aN

(8b)

Since displacements and stresses are continuous across the solid layer
boundaries:

UN(rN-') =EN- l (rN-l,rN-2)EN-Z(rN-Z,rN-S) ... E,a(r2,r l )\le(r1)

or, defining a matrix G

(9)

In the outermost annulus, the radiation condition implies that there are no
incoming waves, so AN'=BN'=O. At r=r l , the fluid-solid interface, only the
radial displacement and stress are continuous, the tangential stress vanishes.
In addition, the requirement that the displacement and stress remain finite at
r = 0 eliminates the K a and K l terms of the solutions (AI =B l = 0); and in a fluid,
there is no vector potential so B l ' = O. Equation (9) is thereby reduced to:

11lt(11rl)

-1 ,k2c2[a(1lr,)

o
(10)

This is the period equation for waves traveling in the muitHayered
borehole. Dispersion relations are obtained by finding values of k and c for
which this relation holds true.

Calculation of Synthetic Seismograms

In the calculation of synthetic seismograms, the pressure response, P,
inside the borehole is desired. In the time domain it is given by (Tsang and
Rader, 1979; Cheng et at., 1982):

(11)-
P(r,z,t) is the pressure response, z the source-receiver separation, t time, and
X(c.» the source spectrum. In order to determine AI' a ditIerent form for 9'1 is
used to include a source term:

I'll =Ka(llr) +AI'[a(llT)

This Ka(llr) source is analogous to the H61)(llr) type of source used by Tsang
and Rader (1979). Following the development above leads to a set of equations
similar to equation (10). Solving for AI' yields:

11Kl (llrl)FI-Plc.>zKa(llr,)Fz
A l '= z z (12)

1,lt(llr,)FI-l,k c Ia(llr,)Fz
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where

and

Up to this point, all calculations have assumed that the medium is totally
elastic, Le., that there is no amplitude loss except for geometrical factors.
Intrinsic attenuation can have a signiticant effect on the waveforms, especially
in thls situation where different layers are involved. Each layer can have
different quality factors, Q. In a cased hole the Q value of the steel casing can
be orders of magnitude larger than that of the other layers.

Attenuation is incorporated into the calculations through a transformation·
of the layer velocities to complex parameters (Cheng et al., 1982). Imaginary
components are determined from the desired Q values and are added to the
elastic velocities. It is these imaginary parts of the velocities that introduce an
exponential spatial decay into the waveform. In this manner a different Q value
can be assigned for each type of wave in every layer. Q is assumed to be
constant (Futterman, 1962), Le., attenuation is proportional to frequency. In
order to maintain causality with the constant Q assumption, the phase
velocities must be modified. The change in the real parts of the velocities
introduces velocity dispersion. The velocities are then dependent upon
frequency and are equal to the elastic velocities only at some reference
frequency C)",,/. The total transformation for the velocities is:

(

(

(

(

(13)

where c (C)) is the modified velocity, c (C)r8/) the velocity at the reference
frequency, and Q the specified quality factor (Aki and Richards, 1980).

SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS

Synthetic seismograms have been calculated for a variety of models.
Although the theoretical treatment is completely general, orily the geometry of
a cased hole consisting of a fiuid cylinder surrounded by a steel tube cemented
to the formation will be considered. Since all boundaries are treated as welded
contacts, the assumption is that of perfect cement bonding. Generally one
parameter of the casing or formation is modified with each model in an attempt
to isolate the effects of that particular parameter. Some model parameters are
held constant throughout. The source-receiver separation is 10ft. except
where specified otherWise. The source center frequency is 13 kHz with a
frequency content ranging from apprOXimately 5 kHz to 18 kHz. The borehole
radius is 4 inches. This is the radius that is the result of the drilling, not the
outer radius of the fiuid cylinder. The steel casing and the cement are treated
as being inserted into a hole with this radius so the fiuid layer has a radius that
is less than 4 inches. The thickness of the steel tube is 0.4 inches except where
stated otherwise.
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General Effects On Wave Form. Character

The presence of a casing in a borehole can have a large influence on
recorded waveforms. Figure 2a shows a synthetic seismogram for the case of a
simple formation. The seismogram that results when a casing (steel and
cement) is inserted into the same hole is shown in Figure 2b. Cheng and Toksoz
(1981) showed that the frequency range over which the pseudo-Rayleigh wave
modes 'are excited depends upon the radius of the fluid layer. A smaller radius
shifts dispersion curves to higher frequencies. This effect is clearly seen here.
Part of the fluid layer of the case shown in Figure 2a has been replaced by steel
and cement layers in the case shown in Figure 2b. The pseudo-Rayleigh waves
require higher frequencies to be excited in the same manner because of the
thinner fluid annulus. The source function remains constant, however, so the
pseudo-Rayleigh waves are excited to a lesser extent than when there was a
thicker layer of fluid. The result is that the waveform for the second case has a
lower frequency content, the Stoneley wave becomes more dominant, and the
pseudo-Rayleigh wave contribution decreases. A seismogram generated for the
case of a simple formation in a hole with the same diameter as the steel tube
displays the same shift in frequency content.

This shift to lower frequencies with the addition of steel and cement,
applies only to the gUided waves. The P wave packet has a higher frequency
content in the presence of the casing. This increase in frequency is most likely
the result of the P wave travel path through the higher velocity and less
attenuating steel and the cement.

In some situations the presence of a casing can make the waveform far
more complex. The formation used in the calculation of the synthetic
seismogram in Figure 3 has velocities comparable to those of the steel. The
result is a considerable amount of ringing in the waveform. The steel and
formation are very fast layers on either side of the slow cement layer. It is
interesting to note that, for the ringing portion of the time series, the thickness
of the cement layer is one quarter of the dominant wavelength. The particular
source frequency and geometry chosen here appear to cause some sort of
resonance effect in this layer.

Effects on Arrival Times

The formation body wave arrivals are somewhat earlier in the cased hole
geometry relative to the open hole geometry. The faster velocity steel and
cement have replaced the slow fluid for a portion of the wave path. The section
of the wave path through the steel and cement is mostly radial so the resulting
time difference is independent of source-receiver separation, and the moveout
between two receivers at different distances is therefore unaffected. The
differences in the formation P wave arrival time between the cased and uncased
holes are on the order of 20 to 40 J.Lsec.

In order to confirm that the formation arrivals were picked correctly and
were not being confused with a casing arrival, a number of examples were
calculated using the same casing but with different formations. Phase
velocities were determined by calculating the moveout between corresponding
arrivals for the same formation at a number of offsets. The velocities were
found to agree very well with the formation velocities used in the model.
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Figure 4b shows the synthetic seismogram for a formation that is simiiar to
that in Figure 4a but has a di.trerent compressional wave velocity. The two
waveforms are almost identical except for the P wave arrival time. This arrival,
for the case shown in Figure 4b, is slightly later since the velocity has been
lowered from 16 kftls to about 13 kft/s. The amplitude of the P wave packet is
also different but this is a result of the change in Poisson's ratio. The P wave
velocity was lowered while the S wave velocity was held constant so the
Poisson's ratio of the formation has decreased. In open holes, the P wave
amplitude decreases with decreasing poisson's ratio (Cheng and Toksoz, 1981).
In this case there is a small casing arrival which makes the formation P wave
arrival more difficult to pick. Generally the casing arrival is very small, if it is
identifiable at alL It is more obvious in this case only because the formation P
wave arrival is smalL

A formation that is a great deal slower was used in the calculation of Figure
5. The casing in Figure 5a has the same parameters as before, but the
compressional wave velocity is now very low and the shear wave velocity of the
formation is lower than the fiuid velocity. While still obvious, the P wave arrival
with this slow formation is very small. The contrast between the cement
velocity and the formation velocity is slight, so the body waves are not
efficiently refracted along the interface. Since the shear velocity in the
formation is lower than that in the cement, no shear energy is refracted along
the boundary.

Figure 5 demonstrates that, while the effects of the casing on the body
wave arrival times are generally falrly small, the effects on the gUided waves are
very significant. The two seismograms in Figure 5 were both calculated with the
same formation parameters. Figure 5a includes the same casing as the
previous figures. The Stoneley wave arrives much earlier in the presence of the
casing (Figure 5a) than in the open hole (Figure 5b). The wave train is also more
dispersive in the cased hole. This result was expected from the nature of the
dispersion curves (Cheng at al" 1981, Schoenberg at al" 1981). It is apparent
that the steel and the cement must have a strong inftuence on the Stoneley
waves in order to cause this decrease in the arrival time. Figure 5a and Figure
2b are compared in Figures 6a and 6b. This comparison shows that the casing
is in fact, the dominant effect on the Stoneley waves. The formation parameters
are very different for the two models but the Stoneley wave arrival times are
qUite similar. Figure 6c was calculated using a formation that is intermediate
in velocity to those in Figures 6a and 6b. Here again it appears that the
Stoneley wave arrival time appears to be almost independent of formation
velocities. This figure shows also that the pseudo-Rayleigh waves behave in a
similar manner.

The arrival times of the guided waves can be affected by changing the steel
or cement velocities. In Figure 7b, the cement velocities are increased about
forty-five percent above those in Figure 7a. Here, the Stoneley wave arrival is
noticeably earlier, but the increase in velocity is not on the order of the
increase in cement velocity. Similar results are obtained by changing the steel
velocities (Figure 8). Increasing the thickness of the steel casing also causes
the guided waves to arrive earlier. The layer of steel in Figure 9b is doubled to
0.8 inches relative to the model used for Figure 9a. The hole diameter remains
the same so there is less cement. The steel has more infiuence in this model
because it has replaced some of the cement.
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On the whole, the cemented casing appears to have the predominant
infiuence on the gUided wave portion of the seismogram. The Stoneley and
pseudo-Rayleigh waves are influenced by the combination of the steel casing
and the cement, while the formation has a smaller effect.

Mects on Amplitudes

The seismograms in Figures 5a and 5b exhibit a dramatic reduction in body
wave amplitudes in the presence of a casing in low velocity formations. This is a
phenomenon that can be seen in other situations also. It is not only a slow
formation that can cause this feature: a fast cement will also result in smaller
than expected body wave arrivals. The relationship between the cement and
the formation velocities is the important factor. Figure 7b shows a waveform
that is obtained by taking the model used for Figure 7a and increasing the
cement velocities. The cement velocities and the formation velocities in this
case are fairly close, resulting in a considerable reduction in the body wave
amplitudes. In the presence of noise, it would be difficult to identify the
compressional or shear wave arrivals. If the cement velocities were raised to
the point where they were higher than the formation velocities, the body wave
arrivals would disappear entirely.

Increasing the velocity of the cement has the opposite effect on the
Stoneley waves. Their amplitudes increase as the steel and the cement
velocities increase. Higher velocities in these layers cause the borehole to act
as a more efficient wavegulde.

The efficiency of the waveguide is also improved by increasing the
thickness of the layer of steel. The Stoneley wave amplitudes are signiflcantly
higher with a thicker steel casing (Figure 9b) than with the thinner casing
(Figure 9a).

Q values for the different layers can, as expected, have a large effect on the
waveform. The formation Q factors maintain their influence on the body wave
arrivals even in the presence of a casing. The comparison in Figure 10 makes
this apparent. The models for the two figures differ only in the formation Q
values. Those used in Figure lOb are double the values used in Figure lOa. The
body waves increase in amplitude with the higher Q values. The amount of
increase in the cased hole is similar to the increase in amplitudes in an open
hole. The casing therefore does not appear to diminish the influence of the
formation Q values on the amplitudes of the body wave arrivals. The gulded
waves, on the other hand, do not increase in amplitude as much in the cased
hole as in the open hole. The casing obscures the effects of the formation Q
values on these arrivals. This etrect is to be expected since the gulded wave
attenuation is a linear combination of the body wave attenuations of the
ditrerent layers (Anderson and Archambeau, 1964: Cheng et al., 1982).

In Figure lIb the Q values for the cement have been raised by a factor of
two. This is the oniy change in the model parameters from those in Figure lla.
Not surprisingly, there is no obvious change in the amplitudes of the body wave
arrivals. The portion of the body wave path through the cement is not sufficient
to cause any significant decrease in the amount of attenuation. The gUided
waves are affected however. The pseudo-Rayleigh wave and the Stoneley wave
amplitudes are both increased. The iow frequency Stoneley wave amplitudes
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are increased the most, about ten percent.

A change in the Q values for the steel casing also affects the gUided wave
amplitudes, although this effect is much smaller than for a corresponding
change in the cement values. The Q values for the steel are an order of
magnitude higher than any of the other Q values in the model. Consequently,
the steel has an effectively infinite Q as compared with the other layers. No
reasonable change in the steel Q value would change this relationship, so no
noticeable effect on the waveform results from modifications to the steel Q
value.

CONCLUSIONS

The addition of a cemented casing to a borehole can have a dramatic effect
on the observed acoustic waveforms. One obvious effect is a lowering of the
frequency content of the gUided wave portion of the time series. This is a result
of the decrease in the thickness of the fiuid layer in the center of the borehole.

The formation body wave arrivals are generaliy clear and relatively
unaffected by the presence of the casing. It is however, possible for them to be
obscured if the velocities of the cement are comparable to or larger than the
formation velocities. The waves refracted along the casing are generally too
small to be observed.

The interface waves, the Stoneley and pseudo-Rayleigh waves, are most
significantly affected by the casing. They respond to the combined effects of
the steel, the cement, and the formation. The steel has a greater infiuence on
the waveforms with increasing thickness but steel Q values do not have a
significant effect. The cement thickness, velocities, and Q values are all
significant contributors to the observed gUided wave characteristics. These
factors must be taken into account in the determination of formation
properties from full waveform acoustic logs in cased holes.
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Figure 2. Comparison of seismograms for the same formation in an a) open
hole, and b) cased hole. The radius (r) is the outer radius of the layer in ft.
Velocities are in kftls and densities (rho) are in gm/cm3.
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Figure 3. Cased hole seismogram for a formation with velocities comparable
to the casing velocities. This is an example of how certain combinations of
layer thicknesses and source frequency can result in a waveform that is
difficult to interpret.
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Figure 4. Comparison of cased hole seismograms with different P wave
velocity formations. The P wave velocities of the formations are a) 16.00
kft/s and b) 13.12 kft/s.
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Figure 5. Seismograms for a slow formation (the P wave velocity is less than
the fiuid velocity) in a) a cased hole and b) an open hole. Note the ditl'erent
vertical scales.
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Figure 6. Cased hole seismograms with different formations.
parameters are the same and the formation parameters are:

a. (3 p Qp
a) 9.50 5.00 2.00 100.0
b) 16.00 8.53 2.16 60.0
c) 13.12 7.00 2.16 60.0
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Figure 7. Comparison of seismograms for models with dit!erent cement
velocities. The faster cement velocities in b) result in smaller formation
body wave arrivals.
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Figure 8. Comparison of seismograms for models with ditierent steel
velocities. Notice the earlier arrival time of the guided waves with the
faster steel in b).
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Figure 9. Comparison of seismograms for modeis with different steei
thicknesses. The thickness of the steei is a) 0.4 inches and b) 0.8 inches.
The hoie sizes are the same so there is iess cement in b) than in a).
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Figure 10. Comparison of seismograms for models with different formation
Q values.
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Figure 11. Comparison of seismograms for models with different cement Q
values. The gUided wave amplitudes are slightly larger in b) with the higher
Q values.
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